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Abstract. In the recognition of human actions, there are certain difficulties caused by view diversity. 
This paper uses the algorithm of mining the relevance of the same behavior with different views 
based on self-similarity matrix. This algorithm references the thought of traditional recurrence plot 
analysis, the difference from it is this algorithm uses low-level features directly to calculate 
self-similarity matrix, avoiding the difficulty of traditional recurrence plot analysis in determining the 
optimum embedding dimension and time delay. This algorithm aims to mine the relevance of the 
same behavior with different views, and we apply it to build the action recognition model, realize the 
robust recognition of the same behavior with different views. 

Introduction 

With the development of Intelligence, behavior recognition has been widely concerned. There are 
many different ways of behavior understanding [1,2], but there are sharp distinctions under different 
views of same behavior, this is still a main factor which affects behavior recognition. Most of 
view-irrelative behavior recognition depend on epipolar geometry method [3,4], mainly use pattern 
learning based on learning sample of different views of same behavior, or radical 3D reconstruction 
[5]. These methods depend on searching corresponding feature points between behavior videos of 
different views. These methods are not conductive to practical applications, because it is difficult to 
calculate corresponding matching points in different views for the non-rigid body. 

In the practical applications, we often do not know the position of camera in advance, or the angle 
of camera on the pan usually changes constantly, so a reliable and versatile behavior recognition 
system should be robust for viewing angle of different views. 

In the view of the above problems, this paper proposes a new way to tap the relevance of the video 
image, and solves the behavior recognition problem caused by multi-view differences. This paper 
uses motion attitude descriptor-STIPs (Spatial -Temporal Interesting Points) as the low-level feature 
to involved in the calculation of self-similarity matrix recurrence plot, and obtains similarity matrix 
recurrence plot of different views, then establishes recursive descriptors achieving behavior 
recognition.  

Relationship between Traditional Recursive Analysis  
Recurrence plot visualizes and describes the dynamical system by making the the recursion of system 
clear [6], and determine chaotic or deterministic behavior for a given time series [7]. Its main idea is 
to reconstruct the dynamics system in phase space by embedding the time delay, then computing the 
distances between all pairs of embedded vectors, generating a symmetric two dimensional square 
matrix [8]. The specific algorithm is as follows: 

For the time series ),,2,1( Nkuk = , sampling interval is t∆ , embedding dimension is m and 
delay time isτ , the the dynamical system after reconstruction is: 

),,( )1( ττ −++= miiii uuux                                                                                                                      (1) 
2) Compute the distance between thepoint i  and the point j  in phase space after reconstruction: 

ττ )1(,,2,1;)1(,,2,1||,|| −−=−−=−= mNjmNixxS jiij                                                                          (2) 
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Compute the recursive value: 
NjNiSHjiR iji ,,2,1;,,2,1),(),(  ==−= ε                                                                                           (3) 

iε is cut-off distance, it can be a fixed value or change with i ,making the ball whose radius is iε  
contains a certain number of neighborhood. )(rH is Heaviside unit function. 

3) Use coordinate diagram that uses i as abscissa and j as ordinate to draw ),( jiR , i  and j are 
time series labels, the plot that has been drawn is recurrence plot. 

The Recursive Descriptors Establishment Based on Motion Attitude-STIPs 

Self-similarity Matrix (SSM) of Motion Attitude. Traditional recursive analysis is very tedious 
when selects the parameters of phase space reconstruction, so we use a deformation method of it, 
namely use self-similarity matrix as recurrence plot. Traditional recurrence plot depicts feature of 
system using black and white dots, but the SSM focuses on the use of rich texture information to 
reflect the specific behavior of system. Most studies about behavior recognition use low-level feature 
descriptors to describe a behavior [9], this paper uses motion attitude descriptor-STIPs as the 
low-level feature to involved in the calculation of SSM recurrence plot, STIPs is characterization 
method of local information which analyzes interested event of behavior directly. Discrete STIPs can 
capture the position that the pixel value changes dramatically in the spatial and temporal direction in 
video images, thus reflects the motion feature of human behavior. 
Suppose an time series of motion attitude: },,,{ 21 TxxxX = , ix is the motion attitude of moment i . 
Then its self-similarity matrix is a TT × matrix, that is: 
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ijd is the Euclidean distance of low-level motion features that extracted from fram i and fram j . 

Recursive Descriptor Establishment. SSM recurrence plot can reflect the similarity of video 
sequence under different views of same behavior, to tap the features further in the matrix, we need to 
establish its descriptors to describe stable information under different views of same behavior, then 
establish the view-irrelative recognition model, and provide strong basis data for behavior analysis.  

When mine data for different views of same behavior, this paper calculates the gradient direction 
of the SSM "pixel" to avoid the impact of the absolute value of "pixel"; In order to avoid the impact of 
individual changing on global structure of similarity matrix, because there is well-developed 
recursive chaotic line texture on recurrence plot diagonal [10], this paper calculates the 
neighborhood’s local feature of "pixel" along the diagonal, as shown in Figure 1, calculates gradient 
orientation distribution vectors of "pixels" within the semicircular neighborhood of frame i on the 
diagonal as the descriptor of this frame, the specific steps are as follows : 
1) Delimit semicircular neighborhood along "pixel" i of the diagonal, as shown in Figure 1[11]. 

 
Fig.1 Local descriptor calculation schematic diagram of frame i 

2) Divide the semicircular neighborhood into 11 sub-regions, when some sub-regions are beyond 
the matrix, the missing "pixels" value is 0 instead. 

3)Calculate the gradient orientation distribution vectors of each sub-region, this paper quantifies 
the directions within 0°-360° for eight regions, thus obtains an eight-dimensional sub-vector. Then 
cascade the 11 eight-dimensional vectors following a fixed order to get the recursive descriptor. 
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4) Calculate recursive descriptors of all frames along the diagonal following the above rules, thus 
get the recursive feature data of a video sequence under the view. 

Behavior Modeling of Recursive Feature Data. We get the large data sets that comprised of 
recursive descriptors by the method above, in order to Can be obtained from a large collection of data 
by the above method recursively composed descriptors, in order to combine the scattered and 
unrelated descriptors so that they can clearly characterize the behavior characteristics, we need to 
cluster these descriptors, and build behavioral models for each cluster and calculate the distribution 
statistical probability of all recursive descriptors in each cluster to constitute behavior template.  

Result and Analysis of Experiment 
We use videos in IXMAS database as the experimental data to establish SSM recurrence plot for 
same behavior under five different perspectives, establish recursive descriptors, and apply them to 
behavior recognition to verify the effectiveness of the algorithm through the recognition rate. 

Taking behaviors of Walk, Sitdown and Kick in IXMAS database as examples, Figure 2, Figure 3 
and Figure 4 are the video screenshots and SSM recurrence plots of the three behaviors respectively, 
despite the difference under different perspectives, they exhibit similar structural stability. 

 
Fig.2 Screenshots and self-similarity matrix recurrence plots of action walk 

 

 
Fig.3 Screenshots and self-similarity matrix recurrence plots of action sitdown  

 

 
Fig.4 Screenshots and self-similarity matrix recurrence plots of action kick 

In order to prove the validity of the algorithm in behavior recognition, for the three behaviors, we 
do behavior recognition experiment using the algorithm. The result is shown in the following table. 

Table 1 the result of experiment  
Behavior Quantity of  Videos False Detected Quantity Undetected Quantity     Recognition Rate 
Walk 18 2 1 83.33% 
Sitdown 20 1 2 85% 
Kick 16 0 2 87.5% 

It can be seen that the recognition rates maintain at more than 80%, and the experiment proves it 
achieves good result in view-irrelative behavior recognition by using this algorithm. 

Summary 
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This paper uses self-similarity matrix to tap the association of same behavior under different views, 
the experimental result shows that the SSM recurrence plots of same behavior under different views 
have structural stability, and they can reflect stable characteristics of behaviors, at the same time, 
when apply this algorithm to view-irrelative behavior recognition, it achieves good recognition result, 
and meets the demand of robust recognition of same behavior under different views. 
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